Room-Temperature Quantum Hall Effect in Graphene
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The quantum Hall effect (QHE), one example of a quantum phenomenon that occurs on a truly macroscopic scale, has been attracting intense interest since its discovery in 1980 (1). The QHE, exclusive to two-dimensional (2D) metals, has elucidated many important aspects of quantum physics and has deepened our understanding of interacting systems. It has also led to the establishment of a new metrological standard, the resistance quantum, $h/e^2$, that contains only fundamental constants of the electron charge, $e$, and Planck’s constant, $h$ (2). As with many other quantum phenomena, the observation of the QHE usually requires low temperatures, typically below the boiling point of liquid helium ($T < 30$ K). Efforts to extend the QHE temperature range by, for example, using semiconductors with small effective masses of charge carriers have so far failed to reach temperatures above 30 K (3, 4). These efforts are driven by both an innate desire to observe apparently fragile quantum phenomena under ambient conditions and the pragmatic need to perform metrology at room, or at least liquid-nitrogen, temperatures. More robust quantum states, implied by their persistence to higher temperatures, would also provide added freedom to investigate finer features of the QHE and, possibly, allow higher quantization accuracy (2). We show that in graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms tightly packed in a honeycomb crystal lattice, the QHE can be observed even at room temperature. This is due to the highly unusual nature of charge carriers in graphene, which behave as massless relativistic particles (Dirac fermions) and move with little scattering under ambient conditions (5, 6).

Figure 1A shows one of our devices used in the QHE measurements. At room temperature, its Hall conductivity, $\sigma_{xy}$, reveals plateaus at $2e^2/h$ for both electrons and holes, while the longitudinal conductivity, $\rho_{xx}$, approaches zero (<10 ohms) exhibiting an activation energy $\Delta E \approx 600$ K (Fig. 1B). The quantization in $\sigma_{xy}$ is exact within an experimental accuracy $\approx 0.2\%$ (Fig. 1C). The survival of the QHE to such high temperatures can be attributed to the large cyclotron gaps, $h\omega_c$, characteristic to Dirac fermions in graphene. Their energy quantization in a magnetic field, $B$, is described by $E_N = v_F \sqrt{2ehBN}$, where $v_F \approx 10^6$ m $s^{-1}$ is the Fermi velocity and $N$ an integer Landau level (LL) number (5, 6). The expression yields an energy gap $\Delta E = 2800$ K at $B = 45$ T if the Fermi energy, $E_F$, lies between the lowest LL, $N = 0$, and the first excited one, $N = \pm 1$ (Fig. 1B, inset). This implies that, in our experiments at room temperature, $h\omega_c$ exceeds the thermal energy, $k_BT$, by a factor of 10. In addition to the large $h\omega_c$, there are a number of other factors that help the QHE in graphene to survive to such high temperatures. First, graphene devices allow for very high carrier concentrations (up to $10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$) with only a single 2D subband occupied, which is essential to fully populate the lowest LL even in ultra-high $B$. This is in contrast to traditional 2D systems (for example, GaAs heterostructures), which are either depopulated already in moderate $B$ or exhibit multiple subband occupation, leading to the reduction of the effective energy gap to values well below $h\omega_c$. Second, the mobility, $\mu$, of Dirac fermions in our samples does not change appreciably from liquid-helium to room temperature. It remains at $\approx 10,000$ cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, which yields a scattering time of $\tau \approx 10^{-13}$ s so that the high field limit $\omega_c \tau = \mu \cdot B > 1$ is reached in fields of several T.

These characteristics of graphene foster hopes for the room-temperature QHE observable in fields substantially smaller than 30 T. In fact, we observed the Hall plateaus developing already in $B < 20$ T at 300 K. The need for high $B$ is attributed to broadened LLs caused by disorder, which reduces the activation energy. We expect that improving sample homogeneity and achieving higher $\mu$ (currently limited by static defects) should allow the observation of the room-temperature QHE by using conventional magnets. This should open up new vistas for developing graphene-based resistance standards (certainly, operational above liquid-nitrogen temperature) and for novel quantum devices working at elevated temperatures.
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